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Looking
Back Over
2011
Change for the sake of change is never a good thing. If we
are going to change, it has to be because it will help us
mature as a congregation or do ministry better - or both.
In 2010-2011, our congregation went through
tremendous changes as we adapted to our new
identity and vision. This past year, those changes
rippled through congregation - creating new
opportunities for ministry and relationship. Both
were challenging (and sometimes tiring) years, but
they were also a tremendously rewarding season for
us.
If 2011 was anything, it was a year of adjusting to
life as it is. For some of us, like Ryan and Brey
Desmarais, it was an adjustment to life with a new
little person in their lives. Their daughter, Jordin,

Two major projects we
need to tackle in
2012-2013.
Page 8

was born on May 13, 2011 and made her debut in
our worship gatherings shortly after she was
released from the hospital.
For others, it was a season of a
different kind of adjustment.
Katie Meisner, who was a
part of our music team for
years and grew up in one of
our seed churches, got married
this year and relocated to
Nova Scotia with her husband
Derrick to start a new chapter
of her life there.

volunteering to help Kathy Defilippo with women’s
prison ministry, and Jed Ayers stepping up to be the
“voice” of a new worship band.
Some of the stuff we did worked, and some of it
didn’t. At a volunteer leaders’ meeting in the fall,
our pastor encouraged our leaders to fail forward.
This means to take some chances and do things
differently, learning from the mistakes we make and
moving toward greater effectiveness.

Our congregation also made
adjustments this year. We
welcomed a number of new families and
individuals into our congregation (page 10); and we
also saw several who had been a part of one of our
seed churches restored to us.
We also did a lot of work on our facility (see Page 6)
that helped create a more effective environment for
people to encounter Jesus and journey together.
People jumped into ministry roles they had not
fulfilled before - like Ray Brown teaching the teen
group with Sean and Dee Donahue, Sandy Misshula

Jordin Desmarais is the newest and cutest
addition to our church family. Her mommy and
she spent weeks in the hospital because she
was born premature. She is a little person with
a BIG personality.
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THE PASTOR’S DESK

Youth Group

The last year has passed in a frenzy of activity
and new faces. It is hard to sum it up in a
couple of paragraphs or even a couple of
pages. As one of the people who joined us this
year, Ang Jandak, put it, “Aren’t we just a
jumble of God's off-center artistry?”

Sean & Dee Donahue and Ray Brown run a weekly
youth group gathering as well as chaperoning most of our
youth activities.

So much has been happening in so many
different spheres, that it is hard to look at it
without seeing it as a complicated situation.
That was one of the challenges of putting
together this year's vision and report.

This year, the teens enjoyed two different retreats: a
summer camping trip and a winter retreat at
Monadnock Bible Conference in Jaffrey. Both events
helped the teens grow spiritually and relationally.

So where to begin? Let's start with the new
faces. Our church family welcomed a number
of new folks, both single people and families.
Some took the step of joining the voting
membership, but many simply joined us for
worship and service. And they're not just
attending out of duty or obligation. Stacey
Ferrar says, "Never did I think I would want
to go so badly every week and actually look
forward to it."
What is it about Bedford Road that people
love? That has them coming back? It is that
sticky community we talked about last year.
Because we keep things simple, relationships
are able to flourish. People have opportunity
to talk with one another, to explore what they
have in common, and celebrate what is
different. We are able to gather around the
teaching of the Scriptures and worship God
together, without stigma or overbearing
religiosity.
While we embrace orthodox beliefs and
cherish our heritage as part of the Church of
Jesus Christ, there is something unique and
special about what God is doing here. It is not
something that will create a massive megachurch. It is not something that will create
tremendous growth numerically. But what
God is doing here is changing lives, turning
people toward himself in new and vibrant
ways they didn't think were
Thanking the Lord for another great year!

The group meets on Sunday evenings at 6:00pm and
they study a variety of biblical topics as well as
enjoy games and fun activities together.
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The women participated in a conference at Calvary
Bible Church in Derry as well as a simulcast of Beth
Moore’s teachings at Manchester Christian Church
in Manchester.
They also spent a weekend at a cabin at Newfound
Lake, fellowshipping together around a nautical
theme.

God’s Backyard
Bible Studies & Prayer
Through the year, we have a variety of opportunities for
Bible study and prayer.
This year, the elders elected to discontinue the
program of small group Bible studies called Journey
Groups. But that does not mean there were not still
small groups gathering.
Lyn Swenson faithfully maintains the Wednesday
evening prayer group - a gathering of 6-10 people
who pray for the needs of the congregation.

Donald Busch and Tom & Becky Hathcoat continue to
work with our children every Sunday. This growing,
exciting ministry is full of activity and was the seed for
our Vacation Bible School re-launch in the summer (see
page 3).
One of the strengths of our God’s Backyard (GBY)
program is that kids have their own elder/caregiver
who works directly with them. Although Donald
Busch will be stepping down from his role on the
leadership team this year, he will continue to work
with the kids on a weekly basis.
This year, the children finished their study of the
ABC’s of God and began a new
Little children,
curriculum. The ministry has
grown quietly but steadily with let us not love
an average of 10-12 children
in word or talk
every week, not including the but in deed
infants in the nursery.

and in truth.

Children learn important
1 John 3:18
Biblical lessons, memorize
Scripture and have a fun time
playing games and doing crafts
with each other.

Brenda Brown and a group of ladies meet weekly
on Tuesday mornings for a Bible study. Most
recently, they studied the book of Esther.

Ladies’ Ministry
Erik DiVietro, Teaching Pastor
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Our deaconess team (Loni Bragdon, Lori Jones, Deb
Goupil, Kathy Defilippo) works together to encourage
and equip the women of our congregation for ministry both in the church and at home.
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After several years on hiatus, we relaunched our Vacation
Bible School in July 2011.

decorating to outdoor games, their contributions
made the whole thing work.

Tom Hathcoat led a team of teens and adults who
provided music, teaching, crafts and fun for the
children of the community. We began the week with
about a dozen kids and had over twenty by the end
of the week. Donald, Nancy, Leah & Wes Busch,
Bob & Sandi Lund, Bob & Loni Bragdon, René &
Lisa Beretta, Sharon Delisi, Becky Hathcoat, Kathy
and Adam Townsend, Deb Goupil, Trish Lindsay,
and June Porbunderwala all pitched in during the
week to help make it a rousing success. From

The VBS curriculum was music-themed and
Nichole DiVietro worked with Brianna Lindsay,
Courtney Lindsay, Ryan Beretta and Keith
Donahue to put together a live band that played
every day.
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This July, we are going bigger and deeper with
BABYLON: Daniel’s Courage in Captivity. It looks like
it will be another great adventure!
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Worship Gatherings & Music
The Bands

Choir & Special Groups

Teaching Ministry

In 2011, Matt Jandak joined the music team as both a
musician and as our director. the music team
reorganized the worship band into two bands: “The
Acoustic Gurus” (Erik DiVietro, Matt Jandak and
Ron Jones) and “It Could Be Worse” (Jed Ayers,
Greg Beal, Ryan Beretta and Keith Donahue).

Greg Jones directs our choir, which sang for
Christmas and Easter this year. The choir has grown
from about ten voices to nearly twenty and we
anticipate further additions in the coming year. For
Easter, they presented a cantata: “I Stand in Awe”
for the congregation.

Having two bands as well as a number of other
groups and ensembles will allow us to express and
expand the diverse vocabulary of music our
congregation shares.

Greg also worked with Leo Goupil, Ron Jones, and
Tom Hathcoat to put together a quartet which sang
twice in the last year and will be joining the regular
rotation of worship.

Our teaching pastor, Erik DiVietro, led us through
several Scriptural studies this year. The spring and
summer was taken up with a study of the apostle
Paul’s Letter to the Philippians. During the fall, we
surveyed the history of the Old Testament in a series
called “Our Story” as a precursor to our current
study in the Gospel of Luke entitled “IKON.”

We are in the process of adding a third group to lead
music on First Sunday. This third group will be led
by Nichole DiVietro who took a hiatus from the
music ministry and will include Tom Hathcoat who
plays the violin and the mandolin as well as singing.

We also introduced a loose group called “Guitar
Choir” which features a number of guitar players
presenting songs in various formats. Most
popularly, they led us in an “islands” version of “All
in All.”

Transitions
Unfortunately, we lost two of our vocalists this year.
As mentioned on the front page, Katie Meisner
relocated to Nova Scotia after getting married. She
will be missed.
Nichole DiVietro had a total thyroidectomy and
then received treatment for thyroid cancer. This
required her to take a hiatus for five months. We are
excited to have her back again.

Attendance Stats
For May 2011-April 2012, our average gathering
attendance was 88. We had two very low gatherings
of 33 (8/28) and 37 (10/31) due to storms.
Our highest attendance was 114 (7/31) and we had
eleven weeks over 100. We had 113 for our
Christmas Eve service and 130 for Easter morning!
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Facility Updates 2011-2012
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In a lot of ways, a ministry with lots of moving parts
keeps your attention away from the need for
precision and excellence. Build something bigger
and it will be better. Have a choir of hundreds, and
you can drown out the couple with pitchy voices.
Have a kids’ ministry with flashing lights and slick
videos or a teen group with big game nights and
expensive outings, and you can hide the absence of
Biblical depth or relational ministry.
Simplicity is hard because complexity is tempting.
When there are lots of things going on, it is easy not
to notice what isn’t going on.

A Time for Precision
Last year, we challenged you as a congregation to
focus on two areas: simple ministry and sticky
community. These ideas were laid out in abstract
terms, and they were our focus in ministry this year.
The sticky community thing just sort of happened,
but I don’t think it surprised anyone that focusing
on simple ministry was difficult. As we evaluated
our roles and our work, it became increasingly
obvious that the ways we are used to doing ministry
is complex and program-oriented. We see a need
and we assume that it requires a new ministry.
I know that I struggled with it. For a large part of
the year, I stressed out over the fact that our
congregation was growing and we did not have the
“necessary” ministries to meet people’s needs. At
various times, we thought up plans for small
groups, discipleship, community events, and half a
dozen other programs that we thought would help.
The reality came as a bit of a shock. We did not need
new ministries. We needed to be more precise in existing
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It is easy to say things are about encountering Jesus.
It is hard to actually minister in such a way that
encounter with Him is the end result.

There are plenty of churches with wide ranges of
programs and ministries. I’ve been to churches where the
lists of ministries looked more like a fast food menu than
it did a work of Christ. That’s not to criticize these
churches. If that’s who God called them to be, then we
should be all for it.

When your ministry is simple, the bumps and
bruises are far more evident. You actually have the
time to evaluate things and realize that sometimes
what you think was a great idea turns out to be a
mediocre one, or even a terrible one. You have to
ask yourself questions like, “Is this worth it?” And
those are hard questions to ask.

C

17:14) and Model (Rom 8:29, Heb 12:2, 1 Pet 4:13). If
Jesus is not the focus of our ministry, then why are
we doing it?

Keeping It Simple is
Hard!

Ministry in bulk is the easy way to do things. By
being busy all the time, a congregation gets the
sense of moving forward all the time; but that’s not
always the case. It can be a false sense of movement,
and that in turn gives a false sense of
accomplishment.

T

Second, the environments must be precise.
Environment is an abstract word that sounds very
intelligent but what does it mean? Environments are
the spaces in which we live and grow. As a
congregation, we should be fostering three types of
environments.
ministry. The answer was not to do more, but to do
what we were doing better.
In mathematics, there is a difference between
accuracy and precision. Accuracy is the degree of
correctness. Precision is the degree to which that
correctness is expressed. An answer can be accurate
but not precise. Precision means you do the extra
work to get exact and focused.
In the past, we have asked whether a ministry idea
or plan fits Jesus’ vision for our congregation of
creating environments where people encounter Jesus and
journey together. What we have realized is that it is
easy for something to accurately fit that vision, but
that does not mean that the ministry idea will be
precise in the way it does it. After all, you can word
just about any idea to conform to just about any
vision if you are create enough.
So, how do we become more precise in our
ministry? By distilling the vision down to a journey
of action.
For example, how do we program “journeying
together”? We don’t. The journey happens when we
are all moving together in the same direction. You
can’t program a journey with people going in all
directions.

Changing Our
Thinking

The corporate environments is the easy one. This is
the space in which we meet together - our Sunday
gatherings.
We also should be encountering Jesus in our
intimate environments. These are the close
connections we have - both our family and friends.
We should be connected and connecting with
others, growing friendship and trust in the
community. These intimate environments are
important because they are where we ask our
questions and learn the most.
Finally, we have our personal environments. Every
one of us has the privilege of a personal relationship
with God through Jesus Christ. Sadly, “in Jesus’
name” is usually just a tag we throw onto our
prayers; but the Scriptures say that it is only
through encounter with Jesus that we have access to
the Father (John 14:9, Hebrews 4:14-16)
What do we do in these environments?
• We speak to God the Father in worship.
• We listen to the Father through prayer.
• We serve others with the gifts given to us.
• We give so that others might also encounter Jesus.

Our purpose has always been to create
environments where people encounter Jesus.
How do we encounter Jesus? Is it just
something for the unbeliever, or does
everyone need to continually encounter
Jesus?
Every time that Jesus’ disciples believed
they had mastered this whole “Way” thing,
he would tell a story they didn’t understand
and force them to ask him the meaning of
the story. Why? Because it is only in Jesus’
presence that we are made more like him.
So, our first priority is encountering Jesus.
We encounter Jesus as Savior (Acts 2:21,
4:12; Rom 10:13), Master (Phil 2:11, Rev

Vision 2012
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Welcoming the “New
People”
Every year, the Lord sees fit to bring new families into
this congregation, and we celebrate the ways in which he
integrates them into our family. This year, we welcomed
many new families - some of whom were members of one
of our seed churches.
Ayers Family (became voting members)
Jed, Christy, Kaylee, Isabella, and Gabriel

Donald Busch’s Role
Change

Kathy Chismark

After several years of service as part of the
leadership community and assisting us in the
merger process, Donald Busch will be stepping
down from serving as one of the ruling elders of our
congregation.

Ferrar Family
Lee, Stacey, Ashley and Courtney

Donald will continue to serve as our children’s
elder. He has faithfully worked in “God’s Backyard”
since its inception, teaching the truth of God’s Word
in his own unique way. The children affectionally
call him “Donald Duck” and his care and
commitment to their growth is evident in
everything he does.

Petrocelli Family
Mike, Beth, Jackiee, Kaitlin, Jordan and Lilly

The elders and the congregation are indebted to
Donald for his tireless devotion to the Word of God.

Welcoming a New
Elder
After prayerful consideration and discussion, the
elders approached Tom Hathcoat to join us in the
leadership community to replace Donald. Tom will
be overseeing our family and youth ministries.

Collins Family
Rick, Krista and Baileigh

Jandak Family (became voting members)
Matt and Angela
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so we have chosen the title of Teaching Pastor. The
pastor is the first among equals.
The elders then appoint, as necessary, individuals to
handle the service or ministry of the church. These
are generally known as deacons although we rarely
use the title. These men and women are the volunteer
leaders of the congregation’s various aspects of
ministry.
In addition to these leaders, there are numerous
volunteers who put in countless hours of work to
make our congregation the community that it is.

Women’s Ministry
Changes
After a number of years serving as a deaconess,
Loni Bragdon will be stepping down from her role.
Loni has served in almost every role possible.
June Porbunderwala will be joining the deaconess
team. June has worked in our children’s ministry
and in other roles for years and is one of our longest
standing members.

Pizano Family
Charlie and Jean
Megan, Anthony and Elysia
Rambikur Family (became voting members)
Steve and Sheryl
Rasku Family
Tom and Kylie (Kylie was baptized this year)
We have of course also welcomed a number of folks who
have visited once or twice. The families and individuals
listed her have made commitments to Bedford Road as
“their church” family.

Our Leadership Teams

Tom and his wife Becky have been faithful members
of our congregation since 2004. The Hathcoats live
in Manchester and have six children, ranging from
eleven years old to one year.

At Bedford Road we have a unique leadership
community. We do not have any boards or
committees, and we are not a strictly congregational
church either.

We will affirm Tom’s appointment at the annual
meeting.

First and foremost, we acknowledge Christ as the
Head of the Church and his Apostles as the
appointed leaders and organizers of the Church.
We believe that God’s Spirit gifts certain men to
serve as elders in our congregation, and of those
men we form a leadership community that oversees
the operations and vision of our congregation. This
community of elders is chosen from among the
qualified men of the church as need exists. The
existing elders consider and present candidates to
the congregation for affirmation.
Among this leadership community, one of the elders
is recognized to have the unique gifts required of a
vocational pastor. The vocational pastor devotes his
professional life to the teaching of God’s Word, and
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Special Projects 2012-2013
These are items not included in our budget, and they will require giving above
and beyond our usual operating costs. We have two major projects to tackle
this year.

Parsonage Windows
Our parsonage has significant window damage
from roof runoff, particularly in the lower level.
Because it is a split-entry ranch house, the lower
level windows are nearly flush with the floor. The
splash up from the runoff creates a moist
environment where fungus flourishes. As a result,
the window frames are almost completely rotted
out. You can see just how extensive the damage is in
the picture above.
Beside the damage, the current windows are singlepane, uninsulated materials. This means that
heating and cooling costs are higher than they
should be.
William Baker of WEB Construction provided us
with an estimate of $7,222 for removal, repair and
replacement of the windows. This estimate is a few
months old, and construction costs are rising
quickly.

10

Carpeting the Upstairs What’s the Plan?
We are asking everyone to dig deep over the next six
months. We believe that between May 1 and
November 30, our congregation can raise $20,000 in
addition to our regular gifts and offerings.
This is an ambitious, faith-based target, and these
are necessary projects this year. The reality is that
these are things that need to be done.
There are two layers of carpet in the auditorium,
with the top layer floating on top of a glued-down
layer. The floating layer creates all kinds of safety
hazards. During the stage renovation, we were able
to pull up the glued-down layer with relative ease
and see that replacing the main floor is a relatively
simple project.

As the old proverb goes, you eat an elephant one bit
at a time. We will start the projects as funds are
available, but we believe that God has equipped and
prepared us to handle these projects as well as our
regular operating expenses. You will be amazed
how quickly even the smallest gifts toward these
projects will add up.

Carpet World in Manchester has given us a price of
$8,146 to carpet the auditorium, the foyer, and the
back stairwell (where the lift is). Like the windows,
the longer we wait the greater the costs will be.

You can give one time donations to the project or
simply increase your regular giving. But consider
what your role will be in making these things a
reality.

Vision 2012
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Financial Information
This year was actually a tremendous year for us. We were able to manage our actual expenses quite well, and as a result we generated a bit of a surplus,
which we used to offset some of the large scale projects we completed this year. The biggest and most expensive project was the installation of new
windows in the upstairs of our facility. These new windows are energy efficient and will pay for themselves in reduced heating and cooling costs over
the next several years.
In 2012-2013, we have substantially increased our giving to missions by $1,380 and provided cost of living increases for our staff. We have not been able
to do these two things for several years. Through managing our budget more closely, we were able to make these increases while only increasing our
weekly offering needs by $60! Our full financial statement is on the following three pages.

2011 Budget

Received

Expenses

2012 Budget

Increase/Decrease

Support Staff

$26,340

$27,278

$28,000

$1,660

+6.33%

Facilities
!
Utilities
!
Maintenance
!
Operating Expenses

$12,400
$10,800
$10,950

$12,667
$9,036
$8,691

$12,800
$11,500
$11,000

$400
$700
$50

+3.23%
+6.48%
+0.46%

Pastoral Expenses

$47,000

$46,556

$48,750

$1,750

+3.72%

Worship Ministries

$2,450

$2,371

$1,570

-$880

-35.9%

Family Ministries

$3,350

$730

$1,700

-$1,650

-49.25%

$14,070

$14,070

$15,450

$1,380

+9.81%

$900
$650
$1,000
$400

$575
$279
$604
$235

$900
$450
$1000
$300

$0
-$200
$0
-$100

0.00%
-44.45%
0.00%
-25.00%

Journeying Abroad (Missions)
Journey Ministries
!
Women’s Ministry
!
Men’s Ministry
!
Youth Group
!
Other Expenses
TOTALS
Weekly Summary

Many Thank You’s

$130,060

$129,305

$124,093

$133,170

$3,110

+2.39%

$2,501

$2,487

$2,386

$2,561

$60

+2.39%

Unbudgeted Special Projects

In addition to these projects, we are indebted to Sean
Special Project
Estimate
Actual Cost
Difference
Donahue and the many volunteers who gave of their
time to update our facility. Sean remodeled the old
New Signage
$650
$650
$0
nursery as a conference room and repainted the
kitchen and the secretary’s office. Bob Bragdon
Replace Gas Furnace
$3,500
$3,790
+$290
installed a new laminate floor in the kitchen and
oversaw the stage remodeling, working alongside Leo
Replace Upstairs Windows
$11,000
$12,230
+1,230
Goupil, Jack Mudge, Bill Harvey, Matt Jandak,
Sean Donahue and Rick Collins. Peter Lindsay
Remodeling of the Stage
$2,000
$1,945
-$55
took care of the electrical power for outside, as well as
working on a number of other projects including the
Lawnmower
$5,000
$4,889
-$111
stage. Rick Collins and Anil Porbunderwala
assisted in a number of plumbing projects around the building. And we would be remiss not to mention Deb Goupil and Loni Bragdon who work tirelessly
decorating the auditorium as well as Krista and Baileigh Collins who helped Deb and Loni decorate the auditorium for Christmas.
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Missions Around the World

A Quick Summary
In February, Ruth Brewer had emergency surgery to remove a
portion of her intestines. She was diagnosed with a difficult type of
cancer and has undergone treatments over the past year. We were
able to give $2,700 to help the Brewers with their medical
expenses as part of our Easter offering.
March saw the devastation of a major tsunami sweeping over Japan.
Amidst international reports, we were able to hear a first-person
report from Greg Swenson through his father, Lyn. Lyn led us in a
powerful time of prayer during a worship gathering. For Pentecost,
we were able to raise $585 for relief efforts through an
organization known as CRASH.
Jason Post visited us during the month of August and was able to
share with us that his ministry is 100% supported! It was a joy to
have him with us.
Our monthly Missions Nuggets help to keep us all aware of the
needs of our missionaries, and as part of the 2012-2013 budget, we
will be increasing our support budget by 14%.
In the fall of 2012, we plan to host our first missions conference in
a long time. Our focus will be primarily on local mission work we
can do.
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Venezuela

Ireland

Local Ministries

Japan

Nathan & Marllorys Arce
Nataly, Gabriela, Santiago
Community Chaplain
Services
William & Karen Paige
New Peace Network
Ted & Ruth Brewer
Women’s Prison Ministry
Kathy Defilippo

Jason & Mandy Post
Emma, Zoe, Ruby, & Wyatt
Greg & Asa Swenson
Micah, Jonah, Karin, Ellen

Kenya

Ralph & Sandra Thompson
Ryan, Alyssa, Alana

Global Bible
Translators
Birch & Connie Champeon
Rowan & Warren

Operation
Christmas Child

East Asia

Ted & Debbie Child
This year, we sent 92 Christmas
Amanda, Lindsay
boxes around the world!
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